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nurture is your sim's aspiration to become a parent. sims may
complete their nurture aspiration at any point in their life, but if they
don't do it before marriage, they will be unable to have children. [rx]
[rx] you can now view the family file, which will contain a list of all
the sims in your household. you can use the file to add new family
members, or delete them. the file is also used to play out family
events, such as birthdays and weddings. [rx] [rx] with the sims 4
update 3.2 patch the player is now able to give sims food via the

kitchen. you can set how much food your sims eats, when they eat,
and what they eat. sims can also eat foods from the world, just like
in the previous versions of the game. you can also give them drinks.

in the sims 4, sims can have "likes" which are not limited to
personalities, but can also be altered. sims can also have "dislikes"

as well. sims can also have a "subsequent aspirations" in addition to
their current aspiration. sims can also have one of their current

aspirations as a subsequent aspiration as well. the sims 4 offers a lot
of customization features that allows players to make changes to
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their sims. some of the most popular customization features are:
gender options, racial options, hair color options, ability to change
skin tone, change eye color, skin color, changing clothing options,
and much more. sims can also be customized to look more or less

like a real human being. this can include changing eye color,
changing hair color, changing skin tone, and much more.
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